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Prepare for weak opponents at first to choose maximum health for the units and press the hot key to activate the weak unit trick for the player you like now (you're usually player 1 and, for example, the red player is player 2) if the units don't heal, your health will remain in this amount , even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify several opponents specified one by one track: for war theater matches players do not always match
one of the 8 numbers, so we have added the trick to modify all players (also their units!), but we recommend using this only combined with godmode to trick their units to the high health track : in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in Mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt;, at first choose
maximum health for the units and press the hotkey to activate the weak trick units for the player you like now (you are usually player 1 and , for example, the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed, their health will remain in this amount even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify several opponents specified one by one track: for war theater matches players do not always match one of the 8 numbers, so we have
added the trick to modify all players (also their units!) , but we recommend using this only combined with godmode to trick your units to a high health track : in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt; i at first choose maximum health for the units and press the
key Quick access for this activate the weak units trick for the player you like now (you're usually player 1 and, for example, the red player is player 2) if the units don't heal, your health will stay in this amount even if you turn off the trick, so you can also modify several specified opponents one by one track : for war theater matches players do not always match one of the 8 numbers, so we have added the trick to modify all players (also
their units!), but we recommend using this only combined with God to trick their units to the high health track : in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker , for example, in Mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt; i al Choose maximum health for the units and press the hot key to this activate the weak units trick for
the player you like now (usually you are player 1 and, for example, the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed, your health will stay in this amount even if you disable the trick , so you can also modify several opponents specified one by one track: for war theater matches players do not always match one of the 8 numbers, so we have added the trick to modify all players (also their units!), but but We recommend using this only
combined with godmode to trick your units to the high health track: in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it out of the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt; i No unit will freeze to death Set apartment to zero (all players) No cooldown for commander skills / Instant mobilization Instant troop recruitment at
first choose maximum health for units and press the hotkey button to this activate the weak units trick for the player you like now (normally you are player 1 and , for example, the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed, their health will be kept in this amount, even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify several opponents specified one by one track: for war theater matches the players do not always match one of the 8
numbers, so we have added the trick to modify all players (also their units!), but we recommend using this only combined with godmode to trick your units to the high health track: in campaign-missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt; , at first choose maximum health for
the units and press the hotkey to activate the weak trick units for the player you like now (you are usually player 1 and, for example, The red player is player 2) if the units are not healed, their health will remain in this amount even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify several specified opponents one by one: for the theater of war match players do not always match one of the 8 numbers, so we have added the trick to modify all
players (also their units!), but we recommend using this only combined with God to trick their units to the high health track!), but we recommend using this only combined with God to trick their units to the high health track!), but we recommend using this only combined with God to trick their units to the high health track!), but we recommend using this only combined with God to trick their units to the high-health track : in campaign
missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in Mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt;, At first choose a maximum health for the units and press the hotkey to activate the weak trick units for the player you like now (normally you are player 1 and, for example, the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed,
their health will remain in this amount even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify several specified opponents one by one: for war theater matches the they don't always match one of the 8 numbers, so we added the trick to modify all players (also your units!), but we recommend that you use this only combined with godmode to trick your units to a high-health track: in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker, for example,
in mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written , so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt; first choose a maximum health for the units and hot key for this east The weak units trick for the player you like now (normally you are player 1 and for example the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed, their health will remain in this amount even if you disable the
trick, so you can also modify several opponents specified one by one track: for the theater of war match the players do not always match one of the 8 numbers , so we have added the trick to modify all players (also their units!), but we recommend using this only combined with godmode to trick your units to the high health track: in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in mission 3 if the trick is active when the
armored vehicle will be written , so you should only use it out of the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt; i at first choose a maximum health for the units and press the hot key for this activate the weak trick units for the player you like now (normally you are player 1 and for example the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed , your health will remain in this amount even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify
several specified opponents one by one: for war theater matches players do not always match one of the 8 numbers, so we have added the trick to modify all players (also their units!), but we recommend using this only combined with godmode to trick their units to the high health track : in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in Mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should
only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt; i at first choose maximum health for the units and press the hot key for this activate the weak trick units for the player you like now (you are usually the Player 1 and for example the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed, their health will remain in this amount even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify several specified opponents one by one: for
war theater matches players do not always match one of the 8 numbers, so we have added the trick to modify all players (also their units!) , but we recommend using this only combined with godmode to trick your units to the high health track: in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you
know what you are doing &gt; i at first choose maximum health for the units and press the key quick access for this activate the weak trick units for the player you're Now (normally you are player 1 and for example the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed, their health will remain in this amount even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify several specified opponents one by one: for war theater matches players do not
always match one of the 8 numbers , so we've added the trick to modify all players (also their units!), but we recommend using this only combined with godmode to trick your units to the high-health track: in campaign campaign missions the cheater can be a blocker, for example, in mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing
&gt;, at first choose maximum health for the units and press the hotkey for it to activate the weak trick units for the player you like now (you are usually player 1 and , for example, the red player is player 2) if the units are not healed, their health will remain in this amount even if you disable the trick, so you can also modify several opponents specified one by one track: for war theater matches players do not always match one of the 8
numbers, so we have added the trick to modify all players (also their units!) , but we recommend using this only combined with godmode to trick your units to a high health track : in campaign missions this trick can be a blocker, for example, in mission 3 if the trick is active when the armored vehicle will be written, so you should only use it outside the campaign or if you know what you are doing &gt; i
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